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Jakarta (3D/2N) : Come and Enjoy
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other surrounding areas. After lunch we will visit To’ Barana which is the central for Toraja traditional
garment factory. In here you can see how the locals make the famous Toraja Ikat (Garment) using
traditional method past from generations. Next is Rantepao market as the centre of Toraja souvenirs,
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dynasty which was almost entirely amassed in Indonesia. From here we will visit Glodok which is the center of
Jakarta’s China Town. It is now banking, hawkers, trading and entertainment center. Visit to Petak Sembilan
ceremony will be visited based on availability.
Chinese temple dedicated to the Buddhist goddess of mercy, Kuan Yin. Built around 1650, it was one of the earliest
center of worship for the Batavian Chinese. In the 18th century, Kali Besar area was a very stylish residential
neighborhood along the great canal of Cliliwung river. At the north end of the Kali Besar lays a small 17th century
Dutch drawbridge, the last in the city, called the Kota Intan Drawbridge.

After lunch with to SUNDA KELAPA HARBOR, This 500-year-old harbor area was a vital link to the markets of the
outside world for the 15th Century kingdom of Pajajaran. Since then this port has belonged to the Portuguese and
Dutch. Though little remains of bustling old Sunda Kelapa except the name, the harbor is still one of the most
important calls for sailing vessels from all over Indonesia. The magnificent and brightly painted Makassar schooner
called Phinisi are still an important means of transporting goods to and from the outer islands. This is one of the
finest sights in Jakarta. Later, we will go to Fatahillah Museum that was built in the 16th century, the museum is
housed in the old town hall of Batavia, which is probably one of the most solid reminders of Dutch rule to be found
in Indonesia. It provides the historic background of Jakarta through a display of maps and antiquities, including
furniture and porcelains. Next we will visit a vintage café that serve amazing Indonesian coffee and traditional
snacks around the complex. In the evening drop to hotel and free program.

We will take you for a full day excursion in North Toraja, tour will start at 9:00am. First we will visit Kete
Kesu, a traditional Torajan village surrounded by rice field that famous for the warm atmosphere, natural
view and skillful wood craftsmanship of the locals. From here we will visit Bolu Maket where you will
find iconic animals such as Torajan White Buffalo, Torajan Pigs and also well-known local produces such
as Torajan coffee, lada kattokon (Toraja Chili) and many more. Then we will continue to Lo’ko’ Mata, a
huge square-shape rock that locals use as burial place where from here we will do short trekking to
Battutumonga. Along the way you will see beautiful view of rice field, mountains and traditional villages.
We will arrive in Battutumonga where lunch will be served while enjoying the view of Rantepao city and
other surrounding areas. After lunch we will visit To’ which is the central for Toraja traditional garment
factory. In here you can see how the locals make the famous Toraja Ikat (Garment) using traditional
method past from generations. Next is Rantepao market as the of Toraja souvenirs, here you can find
many souvenirs to bring home from goods such as traditional music instruments from bamboo, all size
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including 400 kinds of palm and more than 5,000 kinds of orchid varieties from various regions in Indonesia. Many
of the trees are centuries old. In the northwest corner of the gardens you can view the Presidential Summer Place
that formerly was the official residence of the Dutch governors-general from 1870 to 1942.

From Bogor, drive across this beautiful 1400-meter high pass, winding mountain road that passes through small
resort towns and tea plantations you will arrive to Puncak that meaning 'summit'. At this high altitude, it's cool and
often misty. Tea pickers with their colorful costumes and big broad hats are good objects for photo lovers It is a
popular escape from the heat and crowds of Jakarta. Lunch will be served at a local restaurant here. In the
afternoon drop to airport in Jakarta.

We will take you for a full day excursion in North Toraja, tour will start at 9:00am. First we will visit Kete
Kesu, a traditional Torajan village surrounded by rice field that famous for the warm atmosphere, natural
view and skillful wood craftsmanship of the locals. From here we will visit Bolu Maket where you will
find iconic animals such as Torajan White Buffalo, Torajan Pigs and also well-known local produces such
as Torajan coffee, lada kattokon (Toraja Chili) and many more. Then we will continue to Lo’ko’ Mata, a
huge square-shape rock that locals use as burial place where from here we will do short trekking to
Battutumonga. Along the way you will see beautiful view of rice field, mountains and traditional villages.
We will arrive in Battutumonga where lunch will be served while enjoying the view of Rantepao city and
other surrounding areas. After lunch we will visit To’ Barana which is the central for Toraja traditional
garment factory. In here you can see how the locals make the famous Toraja Ikat (Garment) using
traditional method past from generations. Next is Rantepao market as the centre of Toraja souvenirs,
here you can find many souvenirs to bring home from goods such as traditional music instruments from
bamboo, all size and shape of Toraja wood crafting, and many more. Before returning back to the hotel
we will stop at Toraja Coffee House where you can relax while enjoying authentic premium Toraja
Coffee. Return back to hotel at around 4:30pm. Later dinner at the hotel. Then free program. *Funeral
ceremony will be visited based on availability.

